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Four Poly-Y Men Attend Conference

Cathleen, Sutherland And Ken Keller Are Off To Asilomar

The California Polytechnic was again represented at the yearly Asilomar Conference of the California State Universities and Colleges, the 180th such conference of the four year university in that area. The three Poly-Y Men, Dr. and Mrs. Crandall attended a huge conference and brought back with them several suggestions which they hope to implement here at Polytechnic. The conference is held at the Asilomar Conference Center, which is beautifully situated on the shore of the Pacific Ocean. The conference was well attended and the delegates were enthusiastic. The Poly-Y Men are working hard to bring back some of the ideas and plans that were discussed at the conference.

Dr. and Mrs. Crandall attended a Quaker wedding in Berkeley during the conference. The wedding was held at the Berkeley Quaker Meeting House and was attended by many of the delegates.

Dr. and Mrs. Crandall both represented at the yearly Asilomar Conference with Asilomar spirit, and are doing everything in their power to bring back some of the ideas and plans that were discussed at the conference.

The Poly-Y Men are working hard to bring back some of the ideas and plans that were discussed at the conference.

Dancing in the Gym

After the Poly-Y Men had attended the conference, they returned to Polytechnic and gave a big dance in the Gym. The dance was held on Friday night, January 18th, and was attended by many of the Poly-Y Men.

Why Chimes Rang Is Great Success

The Miracle Play Given At Christmas Party, By the Y-S Club

The Miracle Play, "Why the Chimes Rang," given by the Campus Playhouse in the Student Union, was a great success. The play was well received by the audience and the cast worked very hard to make it a success. The play was based on a short story by O. Henry Jordan, and was directed by Charles A. Crandall. The cast included many of the Poly-Y Men, and the play was a great success.

The Miracle Play "Why the Chimes Rang," given by the Campus Playhouse in the Student Union, was a great success.

Dr. and Mrs. Crandall sent the following message to the Poly-Y Men:

"Thank you for the good work done by the Poly-Y Men at the Christmas party. The play was a great success and the cast worked very hard to make it a success. We are very pleased with the results." 

Basketball Tournament

The Poly-Y Men are working hard to improve the basketball program at Polytechnic. They have been working with the Poly-Y Men in the past week and have been successful in recruiting many new players.

Baseball game with Santa Barbara Road-runners tonight.
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LETTERS FROM THE RANKS
Why not have band music at the assemblies occasionally? We believe that it would be nice and we think these assembly meetings would then be more enjoyable. We should like to see Poly Chapel be used for some of these events.

The passing of the co-eds.
The applause that greeted Dr. Crandall's announcement "that there would be no more girls admitted to the Polytechnic after this year, and no more girls attending the year after next," was, we believe, a little hasty. Acting on the spur of the moment, the boys expected to win, and the girls expected to lose. Their feelings might be hurt. It appeared that the girls actually were not wanted around.

These same persons who applauded so vigorously have been known to say that there are no more girls attending school here and express hope that more girls would come.

WHAT BRILLIANT STUDENTS
According to Miss Chase, the grades made by the Junior College students in the intelligence test were much better than was expected.

The tests were given in a few other Junior Colleges and in the four year colleges such as Cornell University.

The average score in College A was 55, while the Polytechnic average was 48, plus just a trifle below. This is an unusually high mark for a Junior College to attain.

The high type of work done is due no doubt, to the type of students who attend Poly.

John W. Hales.
The Heron Heron headlines record that 40 rounds were fired. Our reporter knew that the show was broken. Bill Bell, well-known student of the newspaper Ford, claims to have broken the record.

"We talked further and farther on. Building our own band with the aid of Poly's new 'rav' has ever eluded us, says the Heron Heron.

To make the contest more even, he added, "I'll call the same passenger as my opponent."

Deuel Hall Events
Keene, Thailand, Tuesday, January 2.

Our star track man, back from his vacation, didn't go in last week. He's going to stay just long enough to get a chance to see what he can accomplish.

I wonder where Alden Saddet got that new in our basketball games. Thursday, plus 5.

No one has heard from him since he left.
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The world is large, and jokes are "tain. "I think a football coach has four (wheels. I
press?

Salesman: Send your boy to college.

__ jaw?

Hogue: Have you seen one of those

Herb: Sure, come along.

If some of these jokes you've heard

Margaret: I'm just trying to catch u

_E<1: A sdrl cracked a Hmlle.

Margaret: 1 heard you had a truck

Charles: 1 heard you had a truck

Bunnte: What is an example of un-

Muriel: 1t must be a sophomore

Mr. Dunning: -if' I were as lazy

Joe Mereek, Capt. of

Mr. Warren is sporting a new Waco

Question—Do you think that

New York resolutions are merely a habit. A
less he earnestly intends to make a
gift of ten thousand people makes resolutions
because everybody else seems to be

taking. If some of these jokes you've heard

If resolutions are sincere or

merely a habit, are they kept as a

resolutions because everybody else seems to be


doing? I think it is just a

system or thinking. Resolu-

tions are merely a habit

or merely a habit? ?????

Dunels: Look! There's a speed cop.

Santoll: That's it! right, I don't

Edward G-two, N.C. will know it as tt is

Asians, but of thinking people. Resolu-

tions because everybody else seems to be


doing. If resolutions are sincere or

merely a habit, are they kept as a

Closing: It is impossible to keep

Most of the girls are so dumb that

1. Briggs asking someone why all

2. Bobble Wilkins giving a town girl

5. Cloe Barbara took Eleanor to a

4. That's right, I don't

EDWIN KUPPENHEIMER

indexed. They are:

The Biased Trail.

W. C. Fields. Last of the Red Indians.

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.

The Tudor Diamond.

M. Barrows, by Chesterton.

Browning.

Bacon, by Church.

THE POLYGAMISTS

It's hard to believe that the making
of New Year's resolutions has after all been
sufficient to understand the English
language, as we still do it so

because the thing to do? Yes, a

Promptness is a virtue. But

Nothing seems to be wrap-

in thought. The thing must be morally,

sickly and thin.

I can see with my honey

I've done it all my life.

They do taste kind of funny.

but it keeps you on the knife.

Mr. Barbara: If I buy this car, what

I'll do with the old one?

Kisseman: Read your boy in college.

Dad: Well, son, how did you come

Up to me? Oh! I just passed

them by, I'm not your age.

House: Have you seen one of those

Surveys that can tell when you

are asleep?

Ollie Carne: Been one! I go with

Dell: What is an example of un-

Ready-to-Wear

Fogarty: It is a supreme

Mr. Dunning: If I were as lazy

 drove him to the office—

Jack Doolittle: Trouble.
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EVERYTHING FOUND IN FIRST-CLASS DRUG STORES—KODAKS &
KODAK SUPPLIES. BRING US YOUR FILMS; IN AT 8:00 OUT AT 5:00
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

KODAKS ft

AUSTIN'S

Shoe Repair

Stuart Drugs

TAXI AND BAGGAGE

Made by

MEN AND YOUNG MEN'S

Clothing

Shoes and Furnishings

Ladies' and Misses' Ready-to-Wear

Dry Goods and Notions

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

I have. Began life a

in a poor family.

it's hard to

At one time he

true.

P-alpha

In your exams?

Ed Smith: Jerry seems to be wrap*

Bobble Wilkins: She must he chilly,

Charles Connelton: You must be
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Cal Poly Sports

Saints and Bearcats Fall to Mustangs

Melon Tossers Come Out On Long End of 96-19 Score

The Mustangs, at last, hit their stride. By playing a wonderful passing game, the Menlo team out-flanked the Saints and Bearcats.

The game ended 2-10 with the "Stale" boys marshaling all with wonderful aim.

Patronize Those Who Advertise

The "White" boys displayed a bit of class in the battle, and the boys played Saint and Bearcat off their feet in all departments of the game.

The game was the coming out event, the Poly team and Team Pafao<br />

White and Mallory played nicely and the Mustangs followed the leader in Crandall gymnasium, scoring 80-27 after eight quarters of strong hustling, naturally.

The Saints' and Bearcats were never threatened throughout the game, the ball being two points in the clear with the Mustangs following the leader for the five minutes of each quarter.

The "White" boys demonstrated a bit of class and the Poly boys displayed a lot of the backboards. The boys all fought desperately - the Mustangs showed no sign of doing more than the Poly boys and the game was a world of energy, for the Poly boys had a little the better of the two in the game. The Poly boys were simply a bit too fast for the boys from the "White" school and they had the ball in the clear with the Poly boys.

The Mustangs, at last, hit their stride. By playing a wonderful passing game, the Menlo team out-flanked the Saints and Bearcats.

The game ended 2-10 with the "Stale" boys marshaling all with wonderful aim.

Turf Football Field

For Next Season

The Mustang football enthusiasts will have a big treat in store for them at the Poly stadium, for an entire new turf football field will be available for next season, according to Coach Cogard, who has announced that the Poly boys were never threatened throughout the game, the ball being two points in the clear with the Mustangs following the leader in Crandall gymnasium, scoring 80-27 after eight quarters of strong hustling, naturally.

A perfect field, with bleachers all along the sidelines. The boys all fought desperately - the Mustangs showed no sign of doing more than the Poly boys and the game was a world of energy, for the Poly boys had a little the better of the two in the game. The Poly boys were simply a bit too fast for the boys from the "White" school and they had the ball in the clear with the Poly boys.

The Mustangs, at last, hit their stride. By playing a wonderful passing game, the Menlo team out-flanked the Saints and Bearcats.

The game ended 2-10 with the "Stale" boys marshaling all with wonderful aim.
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